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Abstract. Simon is a family of lightweight block ciphers published by
the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA) in 2013. Due to its novel and
bit-based design, integral cryptanalysis on Simon seems a tough job. At
EUROCRYPT 2015 Todo proposed division property which is a generalized integral property, and he applied this technique to searching integral
distinguishers of Simon block ciphers by considering the left and right
halves of Simon independently. As a result, he found 11-round integral
distinguishers for both Simon48 and Simon64. Recently, at FSE 2016
Todo et al. proposed bit-based division property that considered each
bit independently. This technique can find more accurate distinguishers,
however, as pointed out by Todo et al. the time and memory complexity is bounded by 2n for an n-bit block cipher. Thus, bit-based division
property is only applicable to Simon32.
In this paper we propose a new technique that achieves a trade-off between considering each bit independently and considering left and right
halves as a whole, which is actually a trade-off between time-memory
and the accuracy of the distinguishers. We proceed by splitting the state
of Simon into small pieces and study the division property propagations
of circular shift and bitwise AND operations under the state partition.
Moreover, we propose two different state partitions and study the influences of different partitions on the propagation of division property. We
find that different partitions greatly impact the division property propagation of circular shift which will finally result in a big difference on the
length of integral distinguishers. By using a tailored search algorithm
for Simon, we find 12-round integral distinguishers for Simon48 and Simon64 respectively, which improve Todo’s results by one round for both
variants.
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Introduction

Due to the security requirements on resource constrained devices such as RFID
tags, lightweight cryptography has been a very hot topic in cryptographic community in the past decade. This situation has motivated a lot of lightweight
block cipher designs, including Katan/Ktantan [13], LBlock [21], Present [7],
Pride [3], Prince [8], Rectangle [23], Simon/Speck [5], to name but a few.
Simon is a family of lightweight block ciphers proposed by Beaulieu et al. from
the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA) which is tuned for optimal performance in hardware. This family has 10 variants targeting on different security
levels with block size varying from 32 to 128 bits and key size varying from 64
to 256 bits.
In this paper, we focus on searching integral distinguishers of Simon48 and
Simon64. Simon adopts a Feistel structure with a very compact round function which only uses circular shift, bitwise AND and bitwise XOR operations.
However, Simon was published only with specification, its design criteria and
cryptanalysis results were not known to the public. Thus, since its publication,
Simon has received lots of attentions from cryptographic community [1][2][4]
[6][9][10][11][15][19][20] in terms of a variety of attack techniques. However, from
all these cryptanalytic works, it seems that integral cryptanalysis is not sufficient
and well-studied for the Simon family block ciphers.
Integral attack (or square attack [12]) was initially proposed by Daemen et
al. at FSE 1997 and formalized later by Knudsen [14] at FSE 2002. The core
part of integral attack is to construct an integral distinguisher whose outputs
(or some bits of the outputs) have the zero-sum property with respect to a set of
carefully chosen input texts. One way to construct an integral distinguisher is to
study the propagation characteristics of integral property, e.g., the A property,
the C property, the B property and the U property.
At EUROCRYPT 2015, Todo [17] proposed a generalized integral property–
division property and studied the propagation characteristics of division property. Furthermore, he applied division property to SPN and Feistel structures
and presented some generalized integral distinguishers without knowing the details of the ciphers except for the algebraic degrees of nonlinear components.
Later, Todo [16] applied division property to Misty1 block cipher and successfully broke full-round Misty1. In the search of integral distinguishers of Fesitel
ciphers, Todo treated the cipher state as the left and right two halves, moreover
the Feistel round function was viewed as a big Sbox and he only need to know
its algebraic degree. In [17] integral distinguishers of Simon for each state size
are presented. Those distinguishers were searched by viewing the round function
of Simon as an Sbox of algebraic degree two.
Very recently, Todo et al. introduced bit-based division property in [18] that
considered each bit of Simon32 independently. As a result they found more
accurate integral distinguisher for Simon32 and confirmed the result in [20].
However, as pointed out in [18], bit-based division property was only applicable
to Simon32, since the time and memory complexity for bit-based division prop-
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erty is upper bounded by 2n for an n-bit block cipher. For Simon family with
larger block size, this technique is computationally impractical.
1.1

Contributions

If the left and right halves of Simon are considered independently, the integral
distinguishers found are too coarse. However, if bit-based division property is
considered, it will be computational impractical for Simon family with block
size larger than 32 bits. In this paper we study a trade-off between time-memory
complexity and accuracy of the distinguishers. We split the state into small pieces
and investigate the division property propagations of each operation used in Simon round function. We propose two state partitions and study the corresponding division property propagations. Moreover, we compare these two approaches
from both theoretic and experimental aspects. Based on the propagation characteristics of each Simon operation, a search algorithm for integral distinguishers
is presented, and our experimental results show that we can derive 12-round integral distinguishers for both Simon48 and Simon64 which improve the results
in [17] by one round for both variants. Moreover, we note that our approach is
a unified approach, the method with treating each bit independently and the
method with treating the left and right halves independently are actually the
two limit cases of our state partition.
There are two main contributions in this paper:
(1). We propose two different state partitions to present division property
of the state of Simon. We find that different state partitions have a big impact
on the division property propagation with respect to circular shift operation.
According to both theoretic and experimental results we illustrate that assigning
bits with some fixed interval t (that is the i-th, (i + t)-th, (i + 2t)-th · · · bits,
with t | n and the addition is modular n addition) into a piece is much better
than assigning consecutive bits into a piece.
(2). We split the state of Simon into as many pieces as possible to get a more
detailed description of division property of the state, and we study the division
property propagations of circular shift and bitwise AND operations which are
used in Simon round function. Moreover, we apply these properties in a search
algorithm. As a result, we find 12-round integral distinguishers for both Simon48
and Simon64, which is better than Todo’s results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will present a brief
review of Simon and recall the division property. Section 3 will give two kinds of
state partitions and study division property propagations against circular shift
and bitwise AND operations. Moreover, our search algorithm and experimental
results for Simon48 and Simon64 will be presented in this section. At last Sect.4
comes the summary.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we first give the description of Simon family block ciphers, and
then we briefly recall division property.
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Description of Simon

Simon is a family of Feistel structured lightweight block ciphers with 10 variants
targeting on different block sizes and key sizes. The Simon block cipher with an
n-bit word is denoted as Simon2n, which means the block size is 2n bits.
The round function used in the Feistel structure of Simon block ciphers consists of circular shift, bitwise AND and bitwise XOR operations. The structure
of one round Simon encryption is depicted in Fig.1, where S i represents a left
circular shift by i bits, Xi and Yi are n-bit words and ki is the round key. Since
the key schedule has no relevance in this paper, we omit the key schedule and
refer the readers to [5] for more details.

Xi

Yi
S1
&
S8
S2

ki

Xi+1

Yi+1

Fig. 1. Feistel Structure of Simon Round Function

2.2

Division Property

For clarity we first introduce some notations. Denote F2 the finite field with only
two elements, and Fn2 the n dimensional vector space over F2 . For any x ∈ Fn2 , the
i-th element of x is denoted by x[i] and the Hamming weight of x is calculated
as follows:
n−1
X
w(x) =
x[i] .
i=0

Moreover, let (Fn2 )m be the m dimensional vector space whose coordinates
belong to Fn2 . Given x ∈ (Fn2 )m , the Hamming weight of x = (x0 , x1 , · · · , xm−1 )
is defined as W (x) = (w(x0 ), w(x1 ), · · · , w(xm−1 )). Let k = (k0 , k1 , · · · , km−1 )
∗
) denote two vectors in Zm where Zm denotes m
and k∗ = (k0∗ , k1∗ , · · · , km−1
dimensional vector space over all integers Z. Define k  k∗ if ki ≥ ki∗ holds for
all i = 0, 1, · · · , m − 1. Otherwise we write k  k∗ .
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Bit Product Function πu (x) and πu (x):For any u ∈ Fn2 , let πu (x) be a
function from Fn2 to F2 . For any x ∈ Fn2 , define πu (x) as follows:
πu (x) =

n−1
Y

x[i]u[i] .

i=0
n
(Fn2 0 ×Fn2 1 ×· · ·×F2 m−1 )

Let πu (x) be a function from
n
Fn2 1 ×, · · · , ×F2 m−1 ). For any u =
n
n0
n1
(F2 × F2 ×, · · · , ×F2 m−1 ), define

to F2 for all u ∈ (Fn2 0 ×
(u0 , u1 , · · · , um−1 ), x = (x0 , x1 , · · · , xm−1 ) ∈
πu (x) as follows:

πu (x) =

m−1
Y

πui (xi ) .

i=0

Definition 1 (Division Property [16]). Let X be a multiset whose elements
take a value of (Fn2 )m , and k is an m-dimensional vector whose i-th element
takes a value between 0 and n. When the multiset X has the division property
Dkn,m
(0) ,k(1) ,··· ,k(q−1) , it fulfills the following conditions: The parity of πu (x) over
all x ∈ X is always even when
n
o
u ∈ (u0 , u1 , · · · , um−1 ) ∈ (Fn2 )m |W (u)  k(0) , · · · , W (u)  k(q−1) .
The definition of division property divides all possible values of (Fn2 )m into
two sets Γ0 and Γ? . For any u ∈ Γ0 , the parity of πu (x) over all x ∈ X is always
even, and for any u ∈ Γ? the parity is unknown. However, we are only interested
in Γ0 . If Γ0 is nonempty and
Lthere exits a nonzero vector u ∈ Γ0 , then according
to the definition we have x∈X πu (x) = 0 which is a zero-sum property. Furthermore, if u has only one nonzero bit, the parity is exactly the XOR-sum of a
certain fixed bit whose position is the same as the nonzero bit of u. The steps of
constructing an integral distinguisher by division property are to choose a set of
plaintexts with some given division property, then trace its propagation through
(r + 1)-round encryption such that Γ0 for the first time doesn’t contain any
nonzero vector. In this case, we get an r-round integral distinguisher. Todo presented in [16,17] propagation characteristics of division property for some round
function operations, we review some propagation characteristics here which will
be used later in this paper.
Proposition 1 (Copy [16]). Denote X an input multiset, and let x ∈ X. The
copy function creates (y1 , y2 ) from x where y1 = x, y2 = x. Assuming the input
multiset has division property Dkn . Let Y be the corresponding output multiset
n,n
set, then Y has division property D(0,k),(1,k−1),···
,(k,0) .
Proposition 2 (Compression [16]). Denote X an input multiset, let (x1 , x2 ) ∈
X be an input to the compression function and denote the ouput value by y where
y = x1 ⊕ x2 . Let Y be the corresponding output multiset. If input multiset X has
division property Dkn,n where k = (k1 , k2 ), then the division property of Y is
Dkn1 +k2 .
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3

Improved Division Property on Simon48 and Simon64

In this section, we will study improved division property by cutting the state
into small subblocks. In [17] Todo treated the state as two pieces, that is, the left
half and the right half which is a rather coarse treatment. However, if we consider bit-based division property as in [18], the time and memory complexity for
Simon48 and Simon64 will be upper bounded by 248 and 264 respectively, which
is impractical for current computing and memory capacity. Thus, we consider
cutting the state into small pieces such that the time and memory is feasible.
At the meantime, since the state has been cut into pieces, we should get some
more accurate integral distinguishers.
After the state partition we study the division property propagation of Simon
round function and construct an algorithm to search integral distinguishers of
Simon. We will propose in this section two different partitions and discuss their
influences. Furthermore, we found that different partitions on state bits have
different impact on the division property propagation of circular shift operation,
and thus this will affect the length of integral distinguishers.
3.1

The First Partition of the State

For Simon2n, both the left and the right halves of the state are n bits, we could
cut the state into t-bit pieces where t can divide n, denoted as t | n. In the
following, we assume the state of Simon is split into t-bit pieces with t | n.
We present a straightforward partition in this subsection. Denote the left half
of the input as X, and the right half as Y . Let X = a0 a1 · · · an−1 where n is the
word length and ai ∈ F2 (i = 0, 1, · · · , n − 1), moreover, a0 is the leftmost bit.
Similarly, denote Y = b0 b1 · · · bn−1 where bi ∈ F2 (i = 0, 1, · · · , n − 1) and b0
is the leftmost bit. The partition adopted in this subsection is to cut the state
every t consecutive bits. Thus, the state can be expressed as follows:
cut

(X, Y ) =⇒ (a0 · · · at−1 , · · · , an−t · · · an−1 , b0 · · · bt−1 , · · · , bn−t · · · bn−1 )
def

(1)

= (x0 , · · · , x nt −1 , y0 , · · · , y nt −1 )
2n

We can view the state as a vector in (Ft2 ) t . In this case, the division property
2n
of Simon is indicated by vectors in Z t whose coordinates are between 0 and t.
We can see from Fig.1 that one round encryption of Simon involves copy, circular
shift, bitwise AND and compression by bitwise XOR operations. Since Copy
and Compression functions have been studied by Todo and we presented them
in Proposition 1 and Proposition 2. In the following we will propose three
propositions to illustrate the propagation characteristics of division property
of bitwise AND and circular shift operations which are used in Simon round
functions and some of the proofs are given in Appendix A.
Simon round function uses bitwise AND operation to provide nonlinearity.
Todo [17] viewed all nonlinear components as an Sbox, thus bitwise AND can
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be viewed as an Sbox with algebraic degree two. We give here a more detailed
look at division property propagation with respect to bitwise AND operation.
Proposition 3 (Bitwise AND). Let X be an input multiset, and let
x = (x0 , · · · , x nt −1 , x∗0 , · · · , x∗n −1 ) ∈ X where xi and x∗i belong to Ft2 . The bitwise
t
AND function creates z = (x0 &x∗0 , · · · , x nt −1 &x∗n −1 ) from x, and let Z denote
t

t, 2n

the output multiset. If the input multiset has division property Dk t where k =
t, n
(k0 , · · · , k nt −1 , k0∗ , · · · , k ∗n −1 ), then the output multiset has division property Dk̂ t
t
,where k̂ = (kˆ0 , · · · , k nˆ−1 ) and kˆi = max{ki , k ∗ }.
i

t

Actually, in the search algorithm of integral distinguisher we are given an
initial set Γ0 whose vectors result in an even parity, this set Γ0 will shrink
along the encryption procedure and we stop the search algorithm right before
it becomes a set only with a zero vector. If we view bitwise AND operation as
an Sbox with algebraic degree two, the division property will propagate from
k = (k0 , k1 , · · · , k nt −1 , k0∗ , k1∗ , · · · , k ∗n −1 ) to k̄ = (k̄0 , k̄1 , · · · , k̄ nt −1 ) where k̄i =
t

k +k∗

d i 2 i e.3 Note that k̄i ≤ k̂i always holds, and this makes Proposition 3 much
better than viewing bitwise AND as an Sbox with algebraic degree two. Since
k̂  k̄ indicates that k̄ will rule out more vectors from the possible values of u
for making the parity even, and thus make set Γ0 smaller.
Another operation adopted in Simon round function is circular shift which
is used to get diffusion across the state. The rotation parameter for Simon is
one, eight and two. We first study division property propagation of circular shift
by one bit in terms of the given state partition.
Proposition 4 (Circular Shift by One Bit). Let X be the input multiset, and let x = (x0 , x1 , · · · , x nt −1 ) ∈ X where xi belongs to Ft2 for all i ∈
{0, 1, · · · , nt − 1}. Denote x0 = a0 a1 · · · at−1 , x1 = at at+1 · · · a2t−1 , · · · , x nt −1 =
an−t an−t+1 · · · an−1 where ai ∈ F2 . The circular shift by one bit function x ≪ 1
creates x∗ = (x∗0 , x∗1 , · · · , x∗n −1 ) where x∗0 = a1 a2 · · · at , x∗1 = at+1 at+2 · · · a2t ,· · · ,
t
x∗n −1 = an−t+1 an−t+2 · · · an−1 a0 . Denote the output multiset by X∗ , if the int

t, n

put multiset has division property Dk t with k = (k0 , k1 , · · · , k nt −1 ), the division
t, n

t
property of X∗ is Dk(0)
where k(0) , k(1) , · · ·, k(q−1) are all the so,k(1) ,···,k(q−1)
∗ ∗
∗
lutions (k0 , k1 , · · · , k n −1 ) of the following equations:
t

 ∗
k0 = k0 − c0 + c1




..
.

0 ≤ k0∗ ≤ t,


k ∗n −2 = k nt −2 − c nt −2 + c nt −1



 ∗t
k n −1 = k nt −1 − c nt −1 + c0

0 ≤ k ∗n −2 ≤ t,

t

t

0 ≤ k ∗n −1 ≤ t,

where ci ∈ {0, 1}.
3

This result is according to Rule 1 and Rule 5 in [16].

t

(2)
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Since circular shift by one bit will shift the leftmost bit of a piece into another
piece, the division property of any two adjacent pieces will interfere with each
other. We illustrate this procedure in Fig.2 where the piece size is 2 bits. For the
sake of simplicity we give an illustration on Simon32, however we note that for
Simon48 and Simon64 this partition is similar.
a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 a10 a11 a12 a13 a14 a15
Partition
a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 a10 a11 a12 a13 a14 a15

Circular Shift

Circular Shift

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 a10 a11 a12 a13 a14 a15 a0
Partition
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 a10 a11 a12 a13 a14 a15 a0
Fig. 2. Left Circular Shift by One Bit Regarding the State Partition

It is clear that left circular shift by i bits just need to apply the proposition
i times. However, note that when the shift offset is a multiple of t, the bitwise
circular shift is just a piece-wise circular shift. In this situation, division property
propagation is a circular shift of the corresponding coordinates of vectors.
Proposition 5 (Circular Shift by One Piece). Let X be the input multiset,
and let x = (x0 , x1 , · · · , x nt −1 ) ∈ X where xi belongs to Ft2 . The circular shift by
one piece creates x∗ = (x1 , x2 , · · · , x nt −1 , x0 ). Denote the output multiset by X∗ ,
t, n

if the input multiset has division property Dk t with k = (k0 , k1 , · · · , k nt −1 ), the
t, n

division property of X∗ is Dk∗t where k∗ = (k1 , k2 , · · · , k nt −1 , k0 ).
Take Simon48 as an example, we split the state into 4-bit pieces. In this case,
circular shift by one bit applies Proposition 4 once, circular shift by eight bits
applies Proposition 5 twice and circular shift by two bits applies Proposition 4
twice.
Note that the difference between Proposition 4 and Proposition 5 is Proposition 4 will create approximate (some vectors are invalid when varying the values
of each ci in Equation 2, since the coordinates of each vectors can only take on
n
values from 0 to t) 2 t vectors from one vector while Proposition 5 creates only
one vector from a given vector. Furthermore, each vector imposes a constraint
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on parity vector u, and in general the more vectors, the smaller the size of set
Γ0 . In the search algorithm of integral distinguisher we would like to keep Γ0
shrink as slow as possible along encryption procedure. Thus, we prefer to use
Proposition 5. However, the shift offsets of Simon are one, eight and two, and
the greatest common divisor is one. If we use only Proposition 5, we need to set
the piece size t = 1, which corresponds to bit-based division property.
3.2

The Second Partition of the State

In this subsection we present an improved state partition which do not assign
consecutive bits into a piece, on the contrary we assign the bits separated by a
given interval into a piece as below.
Assume the piece size is t with t | n, let X and Y denote the left and right
halves of the state respectively, X = a0 a1 · · · an−1 and Y = b0 b1 · · · bn−1 are
given as in Subsection 3.1. We cut the state as follows:
cut

· · · an− nt ,
X =⇒ (a0 a nt a 2n
t
a1 a nt +1 a 2n
· · · an− nt +1 ,
t +1
··· ,
a

n
t −1

(3)

a 2n
a 3n
· · · an−1 )
t −1
t −1

def

= (x0 , x1 , · · · , x nt −1 )

cut

Y =⇒ (b0 b nt b 2n
· · · bn− nt ,
t
b1 b nt +1 b 2n
· · · bn− nt +1 ,
t +1
··· ,

(4)

b nt −1 b 2n
b 3n
· · · bn−1 )
t −1
t −1
def

= (y0 , y1 , · · · , y nt −1 )

Proposition 6 (Revised Circular Shift by One Bit). Let X be an input
multiset, x is an element of X and x ∈ Fn2 . Cut x as in Equation (3) and denoted
def

by x = (x0 , x1 , · · · , x nt −1 ). Left circular shift by one bit creates x∗ with x∗ =
x ≪ 1. Let X∗ denote the output multiset. Cut x∗ as in (3) and denoted by x∗ =
(x∗0 , x∗1 , · · · , x∗n −1 ). Then we have x∗0 = x1 , x∗1 = x2 , · · · , x∗n −2 = x nt −1 , x∗n −1 =
t

t

t, n

t

(x0 ≪ 1). Moreover, if the input multiset has division property Dk t with k =
t, n
(k0 , k1 , · · · , k nt −1 ), then the output multiset has division property Dk∗t with k∗ =
(k0∗ , k1∗ , · · · , k ∗n −1 ), where k0∗ = k1 , k1∗ = k2 , · · · , k ∗n −2 = k nt −1 , k ∗n −1 = k0 .
t

t

t

We give a schematic diagram of this improved state partition, and illustrate
the circular shift operation based on the state partition in Fig.3. For the sake
of simplicity, in Fig.3 we take Simon32 as an example and the piece size t = 2.
Similarly, this partition is always feasible for Simon48 and Simon64.
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a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 a10 a11 a12 a13 a14 a15
Partition
a0 a8 a1 a9 a2 a10 a3 a11 a4 a12 a5 a13 a6 a14 a7 a15
x0

x1

x2

x∗0

x∗1

x∗2

Circular Shift

x3

x4

x5

x6

x7

x∗5

x∗6

x∗7

Circular Shift
x∗3

x∗4

a1 a9 a2 a10 a3 a11 a4 a12 a5 a13 a6 a14 a7 a15 a8 a0
Partition
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 a10 a11 a12 a13 a14 a15 a0
Fig. 3. Left Circular Shift by One Bit Regarding Improved Partition

Under this new state partition, circular shift by i bits just apply Proposition
6 for i times. Based on this partition, division property propagation of circular
shift is just a circular shift of coordinates of the corresponding vectors, thus
the number of vectors before and after circular shift will retain the same as we
have expected. Note that this new state partition does not influence the division
property propagations of bitwise AND and bitwise XOR operations, since unlike circular shift, bitwise AND and bitwise XOR operate on corresponding bits
among pieces of two words. Thus together with Proposition 1, 2 and 3, division
property propagation can be studied under this new state partition.

Comparison between two partitions. Thereafter, we denote the first state
partition presented in Subsection 3.1 as PartitionI, denote the second state partition presented in Subsection 3.2 as PartitionII. (1). As described in Subsection
3.1, if the piece size t satisfies 0 < t < n in PartitionI, the use of Proposition 4 is
unavoidable and this will create lots of extra vectors, however in PartitionII the
number of vectors keep unchanged. Thus, the search algorithm under PartitionI
is much more computationally expensive than PartitionII. (2). Since each vector
adds a constraint on u, PartitionI will create more vectors than PartitionII and
this makes the set Γ0 smaller under PartitionI. Thus, we expect that Γ0 will
shrink fast under PartitionI which will result in a shorter integral distinguisher.
(3). In the choice of piece size t, PartitionII only needs t | n, however PartitionI has to consider the shift offsets and makes the partition use fewer times of
Proposition 4. From this point of view PartitionII is much better.
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Search Algorithm and Results

So far we have discussed division property propagations of all operations used in
Simon round function. Given a partition and a multiset of chosen inputs values,
t, 2n
assume that the division property of this multiset is Dk t under the given partition, the division property propagation of one round Simon can be evaluated
with the propagation characteristics introduced in the previous two subsections.
Search Algorithm Now we are ready to give our search Algorithm 1. The
algorithm calls four functions:
1. RoundEval returns the division property of outputs of one round Simon
given the input division property and partition.
2. M inSum returns the minimal sum of coordinates of the given set of vectors.
Since the division property can always propagate if the minimal sum of
coordinates of all vectors is greater than one which means all the state bits
are balanced. Note that if there exist k(i) and k(j) such that k(i)  k(j) ,
then the sum of coordinates of k(i) is greater than the sum of coordinates
of k(j) . When the minimal sum of coordinates of all vectors in a given set
S is greater than one, it is clear that any vector u with W (u) a unit vector
will satisfy W (u)  k(i) , for all k(i) ∈ S. Thus, all state bits are balanced.
3. SizeReduce eliminates redundant vectors since redundant vectors provide
no useful information. A vector k(i) in {k(0) , k(1) , · · · , k(q) } is called redundant if there exists k(i)  k(j) with j 6= i.
4. M axCoord returns the maximal coordinate of the given set S of vectors.
If there exists a vector k(i) with one of the coordinates greater than one
after SizeReduce, we can choose a vector u whose weight W (u) is a unit
vector such that k(i)  W (u). In this case, any vector k(j) ∈ S will satisfy
W (u)  k(j) , otherwise we have k(i)  k(j) which contradicts with the fact
that S has been processed by SizeReduce function. Hence we get a nonzero
vector u in Γ0 which results to an even parity.
The most troublesome problems in the search algorithm are the rapid expansion of vectors created by copy function and circular shift (if PartitionI is
adopted). Another problem we have met is that the SizeReduce algorithm which
deletes the redundant vectors is very costly as mentioned in [16][22]. To solve
the rapid expansion of vectors, we carefully choose the piece size t to make sure
that the number of all possible vectors is of reasonable size and we store all possible vectors in a table. Each time when calculating one step of division property
propagation we first mark all the vectors in such a table by 0, then calculate the
division property propagation and mark the resulting vectors by 1, thus we can
eliminate duplicated vectors. To solve the second problem we do not perform
SizeReduce procedure through the search algorithm until there exists a vector
whose coordinates add up to one. We found that when such a vector appears
SizeReduce can be very efficient.
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Algorithm 1 Integral Distinguisher search of Simon2n
t, 2n

Require: n, t, P artitionT ype, Initial division property Dk t .
Ensure: Round r.
r←0
t, 2n
(0)
(1)
(q )
kr , kr , · · · , kr r ← RoundEval(n, t, P arititonT ype, Dk t )
(0)
(1)
(q )
while M inSum(kr , kr , · · · , kr r ) > 1 do
r ←r+1
t, 2n
(0)
(1)
(q )
t
kr , kr , · · · , kr r ← RoundEval(n, t, P arititonT ype, D (0)

(1)

(qr−1 )

end while
(0)
(1)
(p )
(0)
(1)
(q )
k̂r , k̂r , · · · , k̂r r ← SizeReduce(kr , kr , · · · , kr r )
(0)
(1)
(pr )
while M axCoord(k̂r , k̂r , · · · , k̂r ) >1 do
r ←r+1
t, 2n
(q )
(1)
(0)
t
kr , kr , · · · , kr r ← RoundEval(n, t, P arititonT ype, D (0)

(1)

(pr−1 )

)

kr−1 ,kr−1 ,··· ,kr−1

k̂r−1 ,k̂r−1 ,··· ,k̂r−1

(0)

(1)

(pr )

k̂r , k̂r , · · · , k̂r
end while
return r.

(0)

(qr )

(1)

← SizeReduce(kr , kr , · · · , kr

)

Table 1. Results on Simon32 with t = 2
Target

log2 (]texts)
r=3

r=4

r=5

r=6

r=7

r=8

r=9 r=10 r=11 r=12

PartitionI

2

3

5

17

25

28

30

-

-

-

PartitionII

-

-

-

2

5

18

22

25

28

30

)
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Results To compare two state partitions proposed above, we run experiments
on Simon32, and the results are listed in Table 1.
Table 1 shows that PartitionII gives better results with respect to data and
the number of covered rounds. Note that in [18] Todo et al. applied bit-based
division property on Simon32, thus, we only use Simon32 here as an example to
illustrate the influences of the two state partitions. Since PartitionII gives better
results, in the following we only consider PartitionII. Table 2 lists the longest
integral distinguishers we found by PartitionII compared with previous results.

Table 2. Results on Simon48 and Simon64(PartitionII)

Cipher

[17]

This paper

log2 (]texts) Round log2 (]texts) Round Piece Size

Simon48

47

11

47

12

4

Simon64

63

11

63

12

8

Integral distinguishers found in Table 2 are similar for both Simon48 and
Simon64. The input structure of Simon48 (resp. Simon64) keeps the leftmost
bit of the state constant and let the remaining 47 (resp. 63) bits take on all
possible values. Then the 24 (resp. 32)-bit word of right half of the state are
balanced after 12 (resp. 12) rounds. Based on these distinguishers, integral attack
can be launched. For Simon48, 18- and 19-round Simon can be attacked with
key size 72 bits and 96 bits respectively. For Simon64, 19- and 20-round Simon
can be attacked with key size 96 bits and 128 bits respectively. Due to the limit
of space, we omit the details here.

Complexity of the Algorithm. Given a state partition with piece size t,
2n
division property is indicated by vectors in {0, 1, · · · , t} t , and the number of
2n
such vectors is (t+1) t . Thus, the complexity of the algorithm is upper bounded
2n
by (t + 1) t . For Simon48 we choose t = 4, thus the complexity of the algorithm
is upper bounded by 512 ≈ 227.9 . Similarly, the complexity for Simon64 is upper
bounded by 225.4 . We note that the methods used in [17] and [18] for searching
integral distinguishers of Simon family, can be seen as two limit cases of our
method by using a state partition. If we set the piece size t = 1, this case
corresponds to the bit-based division property. In this case, the complexity of
the algorithm is upper bounded by 22n , which is impractical for Simon with
block size larger than 32 bits. On the other hand, if we set t = n, that is,
the state of Simon is split into two parts: the left half and right half, and this
corresponds to the approach used in [17]. In this case the complexity is upper
bounded by (n + 1)2 , which is rather small even for Simon128.
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Summary and Discussion

In this paper we showed improved division property of Simon48 and Simon64 by
studying the division property propagations of Simon round function operations.
We first split the state into small pieces in order to get a trade-off between timememory complexity and accuracy of the distinguishers, and then we studied
the division property propagations of bitwise AND and circular shift which are
basic operations used in Simon. Moreover, we found that the state partition
has a great influence on the propagation of division property. To be specific, the
propagation of division property against circular shift operation. In this paper
we presented two state partitions and experimented on Simon32 to illustrate
this influence, the experimental results showed that different state partitions
resulted to different data and the number of covered rounds.
Based on the state partition and these propagation characteristics we presented a search algorithm and found 12-round distinguishers for Simon48 and
Simon64 which improved Todo’s results in [17] by one round for both ciphers.
Furthermore, we also applied the search algorithm to Simon96 and Simon128.
We could only set t = 16 and t = 32 for Simon96 and Simon128 at the present,
respectively. As a result, it seemed that the size of t was too large and we could
not get better integral distinguishers for Simon96 and Simon128 than the results in [17]. However, we believe that the state partition and division property
propagations studied in this can help study the division property of Simon, and
we leave it as a future work.
Acknowledgements. We are very grateful to the anonymous reviewers.
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Proofs of Propositions
Proof of Proposition 3

Proof. The aim is to prove under what conditions the output parity is always
even given the input multiset division property. Let u = (u0 , u1 , · · · , u nt −1 ) ∈
n
(Ft2 ) t and
n

M

πu (z) =

−1
M tY

πui (zi )

z∈Z i=0

z∈Z

n

=

−1
M tY

πui (xi &x∗i )
(5)

x∈X i=0
n
t −1

=

M Y

n
t −1

πui (xi )

x∈X i=0

=

M

Y

πui (x∗i )

i=0

π(u,u) (x) .

x∈X

In order to get an even parity of

L

z∈Z

πu (z), the parity of
t, 2n
t

L

x∈X

π(u,u) (x)

must be even. According to the input division property Dk , it follows that
there must exist i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , nt − 1} such that w(ui ) < ki or w(ui ) < ki∗ , thus
w(ui ) < max{ki , ki∗ }. It’s evident to see we need W (u)  k̂ which completes the
proof.

A.2

Proof of Proposition 4
n

Proof. Let u = (u0 , u1 , · · · , u nt −1 ) ∈ (Ft2 ) t , since x∗ = x ≪ 1 we have
L
L
n
∗
(v0 , v1 , · · · , v nt −1 ) ∈ (Ft2 ) t , and
u≫1 (x). Let v = L
x∗ ∈X∗ πu (x ) =
x∈X πL
∗
v = u ≫ 1. It follows that x∗ ∈X∗ πu (x ) = x∈X πv (x).
In order to prove for any W (u)  k(0) , k(1) , · · ·, k(q−1) the corresponding
v = u ≫ 1 satisfies W (v)  k, we can prove for any W (v)  k there exists i
such that the corresponding u = v ≪ 1 satisfies W (u)  k(i) .
Write the bit string expression of v as (v[0]v[1] · · · v[t−1], v[t]v[t+1] · · · v[2t−
1], · · · , v[n−t]v[n−t+1] · · · v[n−1]) with v[i] the i-th bit of v. Since u = v ≪ 1,
it is easy to see that

w(u0 )
= w(v0 ) − v[0] + v[t],




..
.


w(u nt −2 ) = w(v nt −2 ) − v[n − 2t] + v[n − t],



w(u nt −1 ) = w(v nt −1 ) − v[n − t] + v[0] .

(6)
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Since W (v)  k, it follows that w(vi ) ≥ ki for any i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , nt − 1}. Thus
we have

w(u0 )
= w(v0 ) − v[0] + v[t] ≥ k0 − v[0] + v[t],




..
.

w(u nt −2 ) = w(v nt −2 ) − v[n − 2t] + v[n − t] ≥ k nt −1 − v[n − 2t] + v[n − t],



w(u nt −1 ) = w(v nt −1 ) − v[n − t] + v[0] ≥ k nt −1 − v[n − t] + v[0] .
(7)
If the coordinates of (k0 − v[0] + v[t], · · · , k nt −1 − v[n − t] + v[0]) are between 0
and t, according to (2), there exists i such that k(i) = (k0 −v[0]+v[t], · · · , k nt −1 −
v[n − t] + v[0]). It follows that W (u)  k(i) and we have thus proved the
proposition.
However, if the coordinates of (k0 − v[0] + v[t], · · · , k nt −1 − v[n − t] + v[0]) do
not range from 0 to t, we can still find k(i) such that W (u)  k(i) . Note that
ki − v[i ∗ t] + v[(i + 1) ∗ t] ≤ w(ui ) ≤ t, thus ki − v[i ∗ t] + v[(i + 1) ∗ t] will be
invalid only if it happens that ki − v[i ∗ t] + v[(i + 1) ∗ t] = −1. If this happens
we can deduce that ki = 0, v[i ∗ t] = 1 and v[(i + 1) ∗ t] = 0, thus bit string
v[0]v[t] · · · v[ nt − 1] can not take on values of all one’s or all zero’s. We show next
how to construct vector k(i) such that W (u)  k(i) .
Without loss of generality, we assume that ki − v[i ∗ t] + v[(i + 1) ∗ t] = −1
and v[s ∗ t]v[(s + 1) ∗ t] · · · v[i ∗ t] = 01 · · · 1 with s < i. Denote (k0 − v[0] +
v[t], · · · , k nt −1 − v[n − t] + v[0]) = a, thus we have

aj
= kj − v[j ∗ t] + v[(j + 1) ∗ t] ∀j ∈
/ {s, s + 1, · · · , i},





a
= ks − 0 + 1 = ks + 1,

 s
as+1 = ks+1 − 1 + 1 = ks+1 ,
(8)

..


.



ai
= ki − 1 + 0 = −1.
We construct b as follows:

bj
= kj − v[j ∗ t] + v[(j + 1) ∗ t] ∀j ∈
/ {s, s + 1, · · · , i},





b
= ks − 0 + 0 = ks ,

 s
bs+1 = ks+1 − 0 + 0 = ks+1 ,

..



.



bi
= ki − 0 + 0 = ki = 0.

(9)

Since w(us ) ≥ ks −v[s∗t]+v[(s+1)∗t] = ks −0+1 = as > bs = ks , w(us+1 ) ≥
ks+1 − v[(s + 1) ∗ t] + v[(s + 2) ∗ t] = ks+1 = as+1 = bs+1 , · · · , w(ui ) ≥ 0 = bi ,
thus we have constructed vector b such that W (u)  b. If the coordinates of b
range from 0 to t, b is a solution of (2) and there exists k(t) such that k(t) = b,
thus we have proved the proposition. However, If these still exits coordinates of
b equal to -1, we can repeat the above process to modify b until we get a valid
solution.

